AGAMOUS-Like15 (AGL15) is a MADS domain transcriptional regulator that promotes somatic embryogenesis by binding DNA and regulating gene expression. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) analysis previously identified DNA fragments with which AGL15 associates in vivo, and a low-throughput approach revealed a role for AGL15 in gibberellic acid catabolism that is relevant to embryogenesis. However, higher throughput methods are needed to identify targets of AGL15. Here, we mapped AGL15 in vivo binding sites using a ChIP-chip approach and the Affymetrix tiling arrays for Arabidopsis thaliana and found that ;2000 sites represented in three biological replicates of the experiment are annotated to nearby genes. These results were combined with high-throughput measurement of gene expression in response to AGL15 accumulation to discriminate responsive direct targets from those further downstream in the network. LEAFY COTYLE-DON2, FUSCA3, and ABA INSENSITIVE3, which encode B3 domain transcription factors that are key regulators of embryogenesis, were identified and verified as direct target genes of AGL15. Genes identified as targets of the B3 genes are also targets of AGL15, and we found that INDOLEACETIC ACID-INDUCED PROTEIN30 is involved in promotion of somatic embryo development. The data presented here and elsewhere suggest that much cross-regulation occurs in gene regulatory networks underpinning embryogenesis.
INTRODUCTION
Although Arabidopsis thaliana is a powerful molecular genetic model, studies on embryogenesis, in particular the early stages of embryogenesis, are impaired by the small size of Arabidopsis embryos as well as the fact that they are embedded within maternal tissues. Somatic embryogenesis has been used as a more accessible model for zygotic embryogenesis, but it is itself poorly understood (Vogel, 2005; Rose and Nolan, 2006) . One approach to understanding embryogenesis has been isolation of mutants defective in this process. However, many of these embryo-defective mutants are in fact deficient in gene products essential for life, rather than for embryogenesis per se (McElver et al., 2001; Tzafrir et al., 2003) . The minority of embryo-defective genes encode key regulators of embryogenesis that are expressed primarily or specifically during embryo development and when ectopically expressed are sufficient to drive embryogenic programs in somatic cells. These include the LEAFY COTYLE-DON (LEC) genes that have also been shown to be necessary for somatic embryogenesis (Lotan et al., 1998; Stone et al., 2001; Gazzarrini et al., 2004; Gaj et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007) .
Other genes have been identified that, when ectopically expressed, are able to promote somatic embryogenesis, including WUSCHEL (Gallois et al., 2004) , BABY BOOM (Boutilier et al., 2002) , SOMATIC EMBRYOGENESIS RECEPTOR-LIKE KI-NASE1 (Hecht et al., 2001) , LEAFY COTYLEDON 1-LIKE (Kwong et al., 2003) PGA37/MYB118 and MYB115 (Wang et al., 2009) , and AGAMOUS-LIKE15 (AGL15; Harding et al., 2003; Thakare et al., 2008) . Loss-of-function mutants in most of these genes do not have defects during zygotic embryo development, perhaps indicating the presence of redundant factors, as is common with ;90% of gene functions protected by redundancy (Pickett and Meeks-Wagner, 1995; Meinke et al., 2003) . Loss-of-function mutants that show ectopic embryo development, but again, often without obvious zygotic phenotypes, have also been isolated. A number of genes involved or potentially involved in chromatin remodeling when defective in expression produce somatic embryos on postgerminative tissues. These include pkl (Ogas et al., 1997) , hdac6/9 RNA interference (Tanaka et al., 2008) , swn clf (Chanvivattana et al., 2004) , and val1 val2 (Suzuki et al., 2007) mutants.
AGL15 is a member of the MIKC subfamily of MADS domain transcription factors that accumulates primarily, although not exclusively, during embryogenesis (Heck et al., 1995; Rounsley et al., 1995) . AGL15-specific antibodies detected accumulation of immunoreactive protein in nuclei of cells developing as embryo tissue in all situations tested in angiosperms (Perry et al., 1996 (Perry et al., , 1999 . Ectopic expression of AGL15 promotes development of somatic embryos from zygotic embryo explants and then maintains development in this mode for extended periods (over 12 years to date; Harding et al., 2003) . A 35S pro :AGL15 transgene also promotes somatic embryo development from the shoot apical region of seedlings that had completed germination in liquid media containing 2,4-D (Harding et al., 2003; Thakare et al., 2008) . Furthermore, a putative ortholog of AGL15 from soybean (Glycine max) enhanced somatic embryo development in this species (Thakare et al., 2008) . Although loss-of-function alleles of agl15 do not have any obvious impairment in zygotic embryo development, agl15, in some systems as a double mutant with a knockout allele in the closest family member agl18, showed decreased ability to produce somatic embryos (Thakare et al., 2008) .
Previous work used chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) as a step to identify genes directly regulated by AGL15 (Wang et al., 2002 (Wang et al., , 2004 Tang and Perry, 2003; Zhu and Perry, 2005; Hill et al., 2008; Nakaminami et al., 2009) . One gene expressed in response to AGL15 was found to encode a gibberellin 2-oxidase (Arabidopsis GA2ox6), and expression of this gene was demonstrated to in part explain AGL15's promotion of somatic embryo development (Wang et al., 2004) . However, a knockdown allele of GA2ox6 was unable to completely block promotion of somatic embryo development in response to 35S pro :AGL15, suggesting that either a full knockout is needed or other genes regulated by AGL15 also impact somatic embryogenesis. To better understand AGL15 and how this gene is able to promote somatic embryo development, we used high-throughput methods to map in vivo binding sites for AGL15 and to determine the response of genes to AGL15 accumulation. Together, these approaches allow one to distinguish putative direct target genes from indirect targets. Interestingly, several key regulators of embryogenesis were identified as being directly expressed in response to AGL15, and a number of other targets may be shared among these regulators.
RESULTS

Genome-Wide Identification of in Vivo AGL15 Binding Sites
In order to globally map in vivo binding sites of AGL15, we combined ChIP with Affymetrix GeneChip Arabidopsis Tiling 1.0R arrays in a ChIP-chip approach. Three independent biological replicates of the ChIP experiment using anti-AGL15-specific antiserum or preimmune serum as a control were performed. Partek GS (Genomics Suite) software and a ChIPchip workflow was used to analyze results (Downey, 2006) as described in Methods. Overlap in binding sites was detected between biological replicates and reported as overlap on all three replicates of the experiment or on at least two of the three replicates. Approximately 2000 DNA fragments were present as bound by AGL15 in all three replicates of ChIP-chip (2028 sites) and were assigned to nearby genes (see Supplemental Data Set 1 online). Of these, 1706 were uniquely assigned to a particular Arabidopsis Genome Initiative (AGI) locus. The rest were assigned to two or more contiguous loci because they were located between genes or spanned multiple genes.
CisGenome was also used to analyze the data (Ji and Wong, 2005; Ji et al., 2008) . Approximately 73% of sites (1485 in total) identified by Partek were also identified by CisGenome when all three replicates were assessed at the same time. Cisgenome identified 3708 peaks (false discovery rate < 0.01) and assigned the peaks to 3360 genes (see Supplemental Data Set 2 online). Sixty-nine percent of these were also present on at least two of the three replicates, while 44% were present on all three replicates as analyzed using Partek GS.
A number of in vivo sites for AGL15 were previously identified as well as a number of DNA fragments not bound by AGL15 (Wang et al., 2002 (Wang et al., , 2004 Tang and Perry, 2003; Zhu and Perry, 2005; Hill et al., 2008; K. Hill, W. Tang, Y. Zheng, C. Zhu, and S.E. Perry, unpublished data) . Of 10 previously identified targets, six were present on all three replicates as summarized in Supplemental Table 1 online, while regulatory regions corresponding to two others were on two of three replicates. The two that were not present were classified as weakly bound sites in previous work and both encoded unknown proteins W. Tang and S.E. Perry, unpublished data) . The genomic regions identified by ChIP-chip overlapped with those previously identified by ChIP followed by sequencing. Conversely, of the eight DNA fragments previously characterized as not being occupied by AGL15, none were present on all three arrays (see Supplemental Table 1 online) .
Enrichment tests were used to determine if previously unknown targets of AGL15 identified by ChIP-chip were truly occupied in vivo by AGL15. Oligonucleotides corresponding to the region bound by AGL15 and oligonucleotides corresponding to a region not bound by AGL15 were used in multiplex PCR. Assuming equal efficiency of PCR, after PCR, the target and control band should be present in approximately equal amounts in the input (total) DNA. After enrichment of in vivo associated sites by ChIP, the target DNA fragment should be present at higher frequency than control, and the multiplex PCR should reflect this. All of the more than a dozen targets identified by ChIP-chip were verified by enrichment tests (see Supplemental  Table 2 online; Figure 1A ). Verified targets included regulatory regions corresponding to other MADS box genes (FLOWERING LOCUS C and SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE), to genes involved in gibberellic acid (GA) metabolism or perception and to genes that function as central regulators of embryogenesis (LEC2, FUSCA3 [FUS3] , and ABA INSENSITIVE3 [ABI3]; Figure 1 ).
We used quantitative PCR (qPCR) to quantitate association of DNA fragments with AGL15 using three biological replicates of the ChIP experiment that were independent from those used for ChIPchip. When data were analyzed to calculate the fold-change between the ChIP (anti-AGL15 immune serum) and preimmune control, all of the targets tested were indeed present at higher amounts in the immune than in the preimmune precipitation ( Figure  1B ). Differential site occupancy (DSO) was also calculated by comparing the amplicon of the target in the immune precipitation to that of a control that was not expected to be bound by AGL15 (TUA3; Figure 1C ) in the same immune precipitation. All of the targets tested were also enriched compared with the nonbound control. Regulatory regions corresponding to LEC2 and INDOLE-ACETIC ACID-INDUCED PROTEIN30 (IAA30) were found on only two of the three biological replicates of the ChIP-chip experiment, and they also showed lower fold enrichment and DSO than the other targets that were present on all three ChIP-chip arrays.
To further support our conclusion that select DNA fragments are targets of AGL15, we precipitated AGL15-DNA complexes independently of the AGL15-specific antiserum. Tissue expressing a form of AGL15 with a TAP tag (Puig et al., 2001 ) consisting of a calmodulin binding peptide and IgG binding regions of protein A and IgG-Sepharose beads were used to isolate AGL15-TAP-DNA complexes. Untagged tissue served as a control. As shown in Figure 1D , DSO was higher for the targets when tissue accumulating AGL15-TAP was used compared with the nontagged AGL15 control.
Genome-Wide Location of in Vivo Binding Sites and Functional Classification of Putative AGL15 Targets
Regions identified as bound by AGL15 on all three replicates of the ChIP-chip experiment by Partek GS or by CisGenome were mapped to the genome using CisGenome, with very similar results (Ji et al., 2008) . As shown in Figure 2 , the majority (;72%) of the sites identified by CisGenome were intergenic and most of these were within 1 kb of the transcription unit. More were found 59 of the transcription start site than downstream of the transcription end site. Some sites were associated with both of these categories, likely due to the relatively compact genome of Arabidopsis. Of sites categorized as intragenic, more were associated with the 59 untranslated region (UTR) than the 39 UTR. Of the regions bound, 57.6% had at least one CArG motif of form C[A/T] 8 G or C[A/T] 7 GG that is preferentially bound by AGL15 (A) Multiplex enrichment tests using oligonucleotide primers that will amplify the suspected target (top band, LEC2, FUS3 regulatory regions) and primers that will amplify a nonbound control (TUB2) on input DNA, DNA recovered by ChIP with anti-AGL15 serum (I), and preimmune control (PI) show specific enrichment of the target relative to the control in the immune (I) precipitation. AGL15-bound fragments show an overrepresentation of potential CArG motifs using a x 2 test (P < 0.0001).
Of the sites identified by both programs and assigned to AGI loci, 13.8% correspond to putative regulatory regions of genes encoding proteins involved in transcription factor activity, a significant overrepresentation compared with the fraction of total genes encoding known proteins with transcription factor activity (4.5%; analysis performed with GO Term Enrichment tool AmiGO on The Arabidopsis Information Resource's website with GO database release 2009-07-03; Carbon et al., 2009 ). This category and select other categories showing significant overrepresentation when compared with the whole genome are summarized in Figure 3 (cf. white to black bars).
Gene Expression Changes in Response to AGL15 Accumulation
Work with other transcriptional regulators indicates that binding may occur without consequences for gene expression (Wyrick and Young, 2002; Lee et al., 2007; Oh et al., 2009) . Thus, it is important to assess which genes respond to alterations in AGL15 accumulation.
To assess gene expression, we used a shoot apical meristem somatic embryo (SAM SE) system where seeds are allowed to complete germination in liquid media containing 2,4-D and at some frequency will produce somatic embryos at the shoot apex by 3 weeks in culture (Mordhorst et al., 1998) . Accumulation of AGL15 is positively correlated with production of SAM SEs (Thakare et al., 2008) . Because an agl15 agl18 double mutant more consistently showed reduction in somatic embryogenesis, and because AGL18 functions redundantly with AGL15 in other developmental processes (Adamczyk et al., 2007) , we used the double mutant for our experiments. Affymetrix ATH1 arrays were hybridized with probes generated from the agl15 agl18 double mutant, Columbia (Col), wild type, and 35S pro :AGL15 (all Col ecotype) from 10-d-old cultures, before any obvious embryo development was apparent.
Approximately 4000 genes were reported as having significant changes (P < 0.01) between the three populations. When sorted for those showing at least a twofold difference between Col wild type and either the double mutant or 35S pro :AGL15, and a consistent change for the other comparison, the list of repressed genes (i.e., 35S pro :AGL15/Col # 0.5 and agl15 agl18/Col $ 1; or 35S pro : AGL15/Col # 1 and agl15 agl18/Col $ 2) numbered 244 genes. The list of induced genes (agl15 agl18/Col # 0.5 or 35S pro :AGL15/ Col $ 2 and no or consistent change for the other comparison) was 205 (see Supplemental Data Set 3 online). GO molecular function terms that are significantly overrepresented compared with the whole genome are shown in Figure 3 (cf. light-and dark-shaded bars to black bars). The most obvious deviations from wholegenome categorization were for DNA binding/transcription factor activity for genes upregulated in response to AGL15 and transporter activity for genes repressed in response to AGL15.
Identification of Putative Direct and Indirect Targets of AGL15
Combining the ChIP-chip and expression array results allows discrimination of genes that are directly bound by AGL15 and responsive from genes that change in transcript amounts but are likely indirect targets. As shown in Figure 4 , of the 244 genes repressed at least twofold, 97 were also associated with DNA fragments directly bound by AGL15 (40%). Forty-eight of the 205 (23%) expressed targets appeared to be directly regulated by AGL15. Lists of genes directly expressed and directly repressed are shown in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. When these lists were examined for overrepresentation of GO terms, directly expressed genes were overrepresented in the DNA binding/transcription factor activity categories, and directly repressed genes were overrepresented in the transporter activity category ( Figure  3 , cf. hatched, shaded bars with the black bars). The distribution of locations of the regions bound for the directly responsive Genes with regulatory regions identified as bound by AGL15 in all three replicates of the ChIP-chip experiment and by both Partek GS and CisGenome were characterized for GO Molecular Function and compared with the whole genome (white bars compared with the black bars within each category). Genes responsive to AGL15 (changing by at least twofold for one comparison and a consistent or no change for the other comparison) that may be direct or indirect targets were also characterized in this manner (shaded bars, light for expressed, dark for repressed) as were genes directly bound and responsive (shaded and hatched bars). Only GO terms with significant difference between the bound and/ or responsive gene sets and the whole genome are shown and only a subset for some comparisons. P values are indicated above the bars and GO term and accession number category below the bars.
[See online article for color version of this figure. ] genes was similar to that found for all sites bound ( Figure 2 ) except that all of the regions bound for the directly responsive genes that were intergenic were within 1 kb of the transcription start site and/or end site.
Key Regulators of Embryogenesis Are Direct Targets of AGL15
Because previous work demonstrated that AGL15 accumulation correlates with production of somatic embryos (Perry et al., 1999; Harding et al., 2003; Thakare et al., 2008) , we were particularly interested in genes that also lead to expression of embryo programs when ectopically expressed, such as LEC1, LEC2, and FUS3. While regulatory regions corresponding to LEC1 were not identified as being bound by AGL15, regions corresponding to LEC2 and FUS3 were identified as being bound on the tiling array. In addition, ABI3 was potentially a direct target of AGL15 based on the ChIP-chip results. Because a network of interaction between LEC2, FUS3, and ABI3 has been proposed , we also investigated whether ABI3 may be a directly regulated target of AGL15.
The region of FUS3 identified as being bound on all three replicates of the ChIP-chip experiment encompassed ;653 bp, including the 59 UTR and intergenic region. Two CArG motifs of form C[A/T] 7 GG preferentially bound by AGL15 were within this region. Two regions that could correspond to regulatory regions of ABI3 were also present as overlapping sites on all three biological replicates of the ChIP-chip experiment. These sites corresponded to regions in the intergenic region 59 of ABI3 and in the 39 UTR and intergenic region of ABI3, both of which contained sites recognized by AGL15. For LEC2, only two of three arrays showed an overlap in a region bound by AGL15, and this region encompassed ;226 bp that included the last intron. Putative sites for binding of MADS factors were present, including a canonical CC[A/T] 6 GG site. In vivo association of AGL15 with these DNA fragments was confirmed ( Figure 1 ). Does association of AGL15 with regulatory regions of LEC2, FUS3, and ABI3 lead to changes in transcript accumulation? Signal from probes corresponding to LEC2 was absent in the expression microarray experiment. However, signal from probes corresponding to FUS3 was present on two of the three arrays hybridized with probe generated from 35S pro :AGL15 tissue and showed a ratio of 2.2 when compared with wild-type tissue where AGL15 accumulates only from the endogenous gene, and where signal corresponding to FUS3 was absent or marginal. Signal corresponding to ABI3 transcript was present in the wild type and 35S pro :AGL15 but variable on the arrays hybridized with probe derived from loss-of-function tissue. Because only a subset of cells at the shoot apical region that produce the embryos may be expressing these factors and because transcriptional regulators tend to be expressed at relatively low levels, expression microarrays may not be sensitive enough to detect these transcripts and changes in response to AGL15. Therefore, we tested transcript accumulation of FUS3, LEC2, and ABI3 using qRT-PCR.
As shown in Figure 5 , FUS3 and LEC2 showed increased transcript abundance in 35S pro :AGL15 compared with the wild type in 10-d-old SAM SE culture tissue. While LEC2 transcript was significantly decreased in the agl15 agl18 double mutant compared with the wild type, FUS3 did not show any reproducible change. The single agl15 or agl18 mutant did not show a consistent pattern in transcript abundance when compared with the wild type. ABI3 did not show an increase in response to ectopic or increased AGL15 accumulation in SAM SE culture, but the agl15 agl18 double mutant had significantly less ABI3 transcript than did the wild type ( Figure 5 ). The single agl15 and agl18 mutants also had consistently decreased transcript abundance for ABI3, although whether the difference was significant (P < 0.05) depended on the experiment.
Although we tested gene expression in SAM SE culture at an early stage before any obvious embryos were apparent, it is still possible and likely that early stages of embryogenesis were occurring, and the presence or absence of key embryo regulators may simply correlate with embryo development rather than with AGL15 accumulation directly. Therefore, we investigated the abundance of LEC2, FUS3, and ABI3 transcripts in developing staged Arabidopsis seeds, where wild-type, loss-of-function, and gain-of-function genotypes for AGL15 proceed though morphogenesis at the same rate and where there are no apparent embryo defects (Fernandez et al., 2000; Lehti-Shiu et al., 2005) . We used biological replicates of staged 7 to 8 d postanthesis (dpa) or 9 to 10 dpa seed. Results for developing seeds were in reasonable agreement with those found for SAM SE culture. FUS3, LEC2, and ABI3 transcripts are reproducibly increased in 35S pro :AGL15 seed. As in SAM SE culture, FUS3 transcript is not reduced in response to loss of function of agl15 and/or agl18. However, both LEC2 and ABI3 show reduced levels of transcript in the double mutant compared with the wild type, and for ABI3, there is a significant reduction in both of the single mutants as well.
In summary, in both developing staged seed and SAM SE culture, AGL15 is sufficient to increase LEC2 and FUS3 transcript abundance, but only LEC2 shows a decrease in response to loss of agl15/18. By contrast, ABI3 does not show an increase in transcript in both contexts but does show decreased transcript in loss of function of agl15 and/or agl18. Because AGL15 associates in vivo with regulatory regions of these genes, AGL15 (and AGL18) may directly contribute to the regulation of expression of these genes. Bold and italicized terms and asterisks are as in Table 1 .
Potential for Extensive Cross-Regulation of Embryogenesis
Several genes have been identified as potentially being direct targets of LEC2 and FUS3. One such target is a gene involved in GA biosynthesis, Arabidopsis GA3ox2, that is repressed in response to LEC2 and FUS3, resulting in lower GA/abscisic acid (ABA) ratios and embryo identity of organs (Curaba et al., 2004; Gazzarrini et al., 2004; Lumba and McCourt, 2005) . Previous work demonstrated that AGL15 directly upregulated a gene whose product is involved in GA catabolism (GA2ox6), also leading to a reduction in biologically active GA. Regulatory regions 59 to the transcriptional start site of GA2ox6 were found to be bound by AGL15 in the ChIP-chip experiment (two of three arrays) (Wang et al., 2004) . GA2ox6 was also found to be differentially expressed in response to AGL15 on the ATH1 arrays, with more than a fourfold increase in transcript levels in 35S pro :AGL15 compared with the wild type. However, the agl15 agl18 mutant did not show a significant change in transcript abundance for GA2ox6 compared with the wild type. Conversely, regulatory regions of the gene encoding the biosynthetic enzyme GA3ox2 were directly bound by AGL15 (three of three arrays), and agl15 agl18 showed a significant increase in transcript (2.3-fold, P < 0.01), indicating that this gene is repressed by AGL15 and/or AGL18. No significant change in transcript abundance was found for 35S pro :AGL15 compared with the wild type. Another gene encoding a transcriptional regulator that was previously identified as a putative direct target of LEC2 encodes IAA30, a noncanonical Aux/IAA that lacks domain II that leads to degradation of Aux/IAA proteins in response to auxin signaling (Sato and Yamamoto, 2008) . DNA fragments corresponding to regulatory regions 59 of sequences encoding IAA30 were bound by AGL15 on two of three ChIP-chip replicates, and binding has been verified by qPCR on independent ChIP populations (Figures 1B to 1D) . Expression of IAA30 is upregulated in response to AGL15; transcript accumulation was 2.2-fold higher in 35S pro : AGL15 than in Col wild-type tissue on the expression arrays. Subsequent experiments using real-time qRT-PCR confirmed significant increases in IAA30 transcript accumulation for 35S pro : AGL15 compared with the wild type, both in SAM SE cultures and in 9 to 10 dpa developing seed in at least three independent experiments for each tissue type. Loss of function was variable and did not show any consistent pattern.
IAA30 Promotes Somatic Embryogenesis
Because IAA30 was identified as a target of LEC2 as well as AGL15, and because both LEC2 and AGL15 promote somatic embryogenesis when constitutively expressed, we tested whether IAA30 was potentially involved in the promotion of somatic embryo development from the shoot apical region of seedlings in liquid media containing 2,4-D. A confirmed knockout line of iaa30-1 was obtained from the ABRC (SALK_065384C; Alonso et al., 2003) , and lack of transcript accumulation was verified (see Supplemental Figure 1 online). iaa30-1 was found to produce significantly less SAM SE than Col wild type (8.5% compared with 29.0%; numbers are averages from three independent experiments with independently generated seed lots; Figure 6 ). A second allele was more recently obtained (JIC SM line, ABRC stock number CS112165; Sundaresan et al., 1995) , and it also showed a reduction in the percentage of seedlings with SAM SE (5.3% of iaa30-2) compared with 19.2% of Col wild type and 1.4% of iaa30-1. Both iaa30 alleles are significantly different in terms of the number of seedlings with SAM SE from the wild type at P < 0.01 but are not different from each other. When the iaa30-1 knockout was crossed into 35S pro :AGL15, and the iaa30 homozygous knockout reestablished, 9.3% of seedlings had SAM SE development compared with 58.7% of 35S pro : AGL15 IAA30 seedlings (Figure 6 ). Therefore, AGL15 promotes SE in part by directly inducing expression of IAA30. qRT-PCR to assess transcript abundance in wild-type and gain-and loss-of-function SAM SE and developing seed tissue was performed and compared with Col wild type. Similar results were obtained with at least two additional biological replicates of the experiments. **, Significant at P < 0.01; *, significant at P < 0.05, as determined using a Student's t test.
[See online article for color version of this figure. ] Means from three independent experiments with independently generated seed lots are shown. Different letters indicate significance at P < 0.0001 as determined using a Student's t test.
[See online article for color version of this figure. ]
DISCUSSION
Numbers and Types of Genes Directly Regulated by AGL15
Although ChIP has been used quite extensively to verify suspected protein/DNA interactions, relatively few studies have been conducted to map in vivo associations between a protein and DNA on a genome-wide scale. Benhamed et al. (2008) generated a custom chip representing ;20,000 Arabidopsis promoters and found that the histone acetyltransferase GCN5 associated with 40% of the promoters and that the bromodomain was required for association with 11% of promoters. Turck et al. (2007) used an Arabidopsis tiling array representing chromosome 4 to map sites with which TFL2/LHP1 associated and found interactions with hundreds of small domains on this chromosome. Lee et al. (2007) used a 60-nucleotide oligomer microarray to map in vivo association of HY5 and found >3000 sites that may represent HY5 binding targets. By contrast, TGA2 showed a fairly limited number of binding sites (Thibaud-Nissen et al., 2006) . More recently, sites for PIL5/PIF1 were mapped globally and with fairly stringent cutoffs, 748 in vivo binding sites were identified (Oh et al., 2009 ). ChIP-sequence and ChIP-chip were used to map binding sites for another Arabidopsis MADS domain protein, SEP3/AGL9, and >4000 sites were identified as being bound by this protein (Kaufmann et al., 2009 ).
We identified ;2000 sites annotated to genes with which AGL15 associates in vivo in all three replicates of the ChIP-chip experiment. Similar to results reported for HY5, the majority of AGL15 binding sites were located within 1 kb upstream of the transcription start site, although some were located in other parts of the gene/ genome, and for LEC2, intronic binding of AGL15 may result in changes in LEC2 expression. The majority of DNA fragments identified as being associated with AGL15 in vivo have potential binding sites for MADS domain proteins, but some lack a perfect copy of this cis-element. In these cases, AGL15 may still associate directly with DNA via a variation of the CArG motif. Sequences other than those with an uninterrupted core of six to eight A or T nucleotides were isolated in binding site selection assays, indicating that binding can occur to these types of sites in vitro . Other MADS domain proteins can bind CArG motifs with a shorter A/T core (Huang et al., 1993) . Alternatively, AGL15 may associate with some DNA fragments via other proteins.
Based on work with other DNA binding factors (e.g., Lee et al., 2007; Kaufmann et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2009) , the large number of binding sites for AGL15 is not surprising. However, the minority of nearby genes show a significant and consistent response to AGL15 accumulation. This too appears to be a trend rather than an exception. For HY5, only 5.6% of bound sites showed a twofold change in expression when comparing the wild type to hy5, using a cutoff of P < 0.05 (Lee et al., 2007) and the minority responded for PIL5/PIF1 (Oh et al., 2009) . As reviewed by Wyrick and Young (2002) , binding without obvious regulation may be very common and may represent situations where a DNA binding factor is inactive until a cofactor or signal is present or until chromatin remodeling or another event occurs. At other time points or developmental contexts, a different subset of AGL15-bound sites may respond to AGL15 accumulation. Also, microarrays are not sensitive enough to detect some genes that may have low expression in a subset of the cells sampled, as we found for the embryo B3 genes.
Finally, the small percentage of directly bound genes that are responsive are those with a consistent pattern of expression in response to AGL15. Other genes showed perturbations in transcript accumulation, but transcript was increased or decreased in response to both loss and gain of function of AGL15 (and AGL18 in the mutant). One possible explanation for this result is redundancy of gene function and the likely complexity of transcriptional networks. Other genes showed less than a twofold change in response to loss or gain of function of AGL15, but the change was still statistically significant.
AGL15 May Participate in Direct Regulation of the Embryo B3 Domain Encoding Genes
To et al. (2006) performed an elegant series of experiments to investigate redundancy among the LEC/ABI3 transcriptional regulators. Results indicated that FUS3 and ABI3 are regulated by LEC2, but whether this regulation is direct or indirect is not known. Neither FUS3 nor ABI3 was identified as being expressed in response to LEC2, at least within the 4-h timeframe examined postinduction of LEC2, indicating that they may not be direct targets of LEC2 (Braybrook et al., 2006) . AGL15 was found to be upregulated by 1 h postinduction of LEC2 and, due to RY motifs (binding site for B3 domain proteins that include LEC2) within the regulatory regions of AGL15, AGL15 may be a direct target of LEC2 (Braybrook et al., 2006) . In this study, FUS3 and ABI3 were found to be direct targets of AGL15. AGL15 also appears to regulate LEC2 expression, in what may be a feedback loop, possibly limited by the fact that AGL15 negatively regulates itself (Zhu and Perry, 2005 ; please note that the apparent expression of AGL15 as listed in Table 1 is due to loss of transcript in the mutant and increased transcript in the 35S pro :AGL15). Thus, AGL15/18 may be part of this intricate network. However, because neither the agl15 nor the agl15 agl18 mutants phenocopy the lec or abi3 mutants, there must be higher levels of redundancy. More than 40 members of the MADS family are expressed in embryo tissue (Lehti-Shiu et al., 2005) , so high levels of redundancy are possible.
Despite possible redundancy, changes in transcript accumulation were reproducibly observed in the loss and gain of function of AGL15 relative to the wild type. While it is possible that this simply coincided with early, although not yet visible, somatic embryo development in the SAM SE system, the trend was the same in developing seeds where morphogenesis proceeds at the same rate in all genotypes (Fernandez et al., 2000; Lehti-Shiu et al., 2005) . Whether AGL15 was necessary and/or sufficient for changes in transcript accumulation depended on the gene. Figure 7 shows a model modified from To et al. (2006) , incorporating AGL15 and some key downstream target genes. Intriguingly, putative orthologs of ABI3 and FUS3 from other species (G. max, Medicago truncatula, Populus trichocarpa, and Oryza sativa) have CArG motifs of similar type and location as found for Arabidopsis in their regulatory regions (see Supplemental Figure  2 online). This conservation may indicate an important role for these cis-elements in control of gene expression.
Putative AGL15-Direct Targets and Hormonal Regulation of Embryogenesis
We previously found that a GA catabolic enzyme Arabidopsis GA2ox6 is directly upregulated in response to AGL15 (Wang et al., 2004) . A decrease in biologically active GA was correlated with competence for somatic embryo development and decreased seed dormancy (Wang et al., 2004) . FUS3 and LEC2 also impact on GA metabolism. FUS3 is thought to directly and LEC2 directly or indirectly repress the GA biosynthetic enzyme GA3ox2, and the GA/ABA ratio determines whether an embryonic or adult leaf develops (Curaba et al., 2004; Gazzarrini et al., 2004; Lumba and McCourt, 2005) . We found that AGL15 is also likely to directly repress GA3ox2 expression, and increased transcript was detected in agl15 agl18 compared with in the wild type. Loss of repression of a GA biosynthetic enzyme in response to loss of AGL15/18 or increased expression of a GA catabolic enzyme in response to ectopic AGL15 both impact the accumulation of GA and can thereby affect development in embryo mode.
While GA/ABA may determine whether tissue develops as embryonic or postembryonic tissue, induction of somatic embryogenesis commonly requires treatment of explants with auxin, usually the synthetic auxin 2,4-D. In view of the general requirement for auxin to induce somatic embryogenesis, it is intriguing that posttranslational induction of LEC2 via a glucocorticoid receptor domain induces expression of the auxin biosynthetic genes YUC2 and 4 (Stone et al., 2008) . However, YUCCA gene expression alone is not sufficient to promote embryogenesis because overexpression of these genes does not induce SE . Therefore, other factors must determine competence to respond to auxin in somatic embryo development.
If and how AGL15 promotes competence for somatic embryogenesis will require further investigation. However, we have shown that ectopic AGL15 accumulation can upregulate IAA30, which has been proposed as conferring competency for somatic embryogenesis (Braybrook et al., 2006 ). An iaa30 mutant from the SALK confirmed that homozygous knockout lines in Col and 35S pro :AGL15 backgrounds have significantly fewer seedlings showing SAM SE development. IAA30 was also identified as a rapidly responsive and potentially direct (or possibly indirect, through AGL15) target of LEC2 (Braybrook et al., 2006) and is unusual among the IAA proteins in Arabidopsis in that IAA30 lacks domain II, which is involved in binding auxin F-box receptors in response to auxin perception, leading to degradation of the IAA and release of ARFs to mediate the auxin response. IAA20 also lacks domain II and is also a potentially upregulated target of AGL15. Consequently, these IAA proteins have a longer half-life than the canonical IAA proteins (Sato and Yamamoto, 2008) . Upregulation of IAA30 would be expected to disrupt auxin responsiveness. Interestingly, several other genes involved in auxin response were identified as being direct targets of AGL15, with significant changes in expression in response to AGL15 (Tables 1 and 2 ), and some of these are regulated in a manner to limit auxin responses. These include IAA16, which is expressed in response to AGL15, and IBR3, which is involved in oxidation of IBA to IAA (Zolman et al., 2007) , and ARF3/ETTIN, both of which are repressed in response to AGL15. Why would AGL15, a promoter of somatic embryogenesis, appear to be involved, at least to some extent, in limiting auxin function? AGL15 is itself upregulated in response to auxin, but this does not appear to be an immediate response, as 1 to 2 d of treatment with 2,4-D or IAA is needed to see a response (Zhu and Perry, 2005) . While auxin treatment is important for induction of embryogenesis, cells that are resistant to auxin may be capable of developing as embryos (Emons, 1994) . Therefore, it is possible that AGL15 functions to maintain competence for somatic embryo development in a subset of cells by limiting auxin responses. In at least some tissues, auxin signaling leads to GA accumulation by activation of GA biosynthetic enzymes and/or deactivation of GA catabolic enzymes (Weiss and Ori, 2007) . Perhaps upregulation of IAAs that are resistant to auxin-induced degradation by proteolysis may lead to decreased GA accumulation, at least in a subset of cells, and thereby promote somatic embryogenesis. However, TAR2 was identified as a potential direct target of AGL15 that is upregulated in response to AGL15 (Table 1) , and the TAR2 gene product may have a role in auxin production and ethylene response (Stepanova et al., 2008) .
We have only begun to scratch the surface of the crosstalk in regulatory networks involved in embryogenesis, but the picture that is forming is one of complex interaction and coregulation of genes by multiple factors (Figure 7) . Further work investigating how select genes and hormones impact on somatic embryogenesis and how higher-order mutants may impact zygotic development should be revealing for deciphering the mechanisms involved in embryogenesis.
METHODS
Plant Material
Arabidopsis thaliana wild-type, insertional loss-of-function alleles (agl15-4, agl18-1, the agl15-4 agl18-1 double mutant, and iaa30) and 35S pro : AGL15 plants (all Col ecotype) were sown on GM (Murashige and Skoog, 1962 ; supplemented with 10 g L 21 sucrose, 0.5 g L 21 MES, and 7 g L 21 agar, pH 5.6 to 5.7), with 50 mg mL 21 kanamycin for 35S pro :AGL15 seed, chilled for 2 d at 48C, and transferred to a growth room with a 16-h-light/8-h-dark cycle. At ;10 d, seedlings were transferred to potting mix (ProMix BX; Premier Brands) and grown in a chamber with a 16-h-light (208C)/8-hdark (188C) cycle. To stage seed, flowers were tagged on the day that they opened and seeds collected and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen for RNA at 7 to 8 and 9 to 10 d after anthesis. Seeds for SAM SE were allowed to develop to dry seed and SAM SE performed as described by Harding et al. (2003) . For expression arrays and qRT-PCR, tissue was collected at 10 d after start of culture and flash frozen. To score for embryo production, tissue was examined at 21 d after start of culture.
The embryonic culture tissue (ECT) used as a tissue source for the ChIP experiments has been described previously (Harding et al., 2003) . Additionally, ECT was initiated from transgenic Arabidopsis expressing a form of AGL15 that included a C-terminal TAP tag consisting of a calmodulin binding peptide, a TEV protease cleavage site, and two IgG binding domains from Staphylococcus aureus protein A.
ChIP-chip and Data Analysis ECT (described by Harding et al., 2003) was fixed in MC buffer (10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7, 50 mM NaCl, and 0.1 M sucrose) with 1% formaldehyde for 1 h on ice under vacuum. The reaction was quenched with cold glycine, added to 0.125 M, and incubation on ice for 10 to 30 min, after which the tissue was washed with cold MC buffer and flash frozen. ChIP was performed as described (Wang et al., 2002) except that the preparation of crude nuclei was done as by Bowler et al. (2004) . For experiments using the TAP-tag, after solubilizing the chromatin, an equal volume of IPP150 buffer was added (10 mM Tris, pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1% Nonidet P-40; Puig et al., 2001) , and an aliquot saved for total input DNA. The solubilized chromatin was mixed gently on a rotating wheel at 48C for 1 h before pelleting any insoluble material, for 5 min in a microcentrifuge, and moving the supernatant to a new tube. IgGSepharose (100 mL of a 50% slurry; Amersham) was added and incubated for 2 to 3 h at 48C, with gentle mixing. Washing was as described (Wang et al., 2002 ) but using cold IPP buffer. Elution of the drained beads was performed by incubating in 225 mL of 1% SDS in Tris-EDTA, pH 8, for 15 min at 65 to 708C. Elution was repeated once, the combined eluants centrifuged for 2 min, and the top 400 mL was used for DNA analysis as described by Wang et al. (2002) .
Linear amplification and incorporation of dUTP was performed as detailed in the Affymetrix Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Assay Protocol (http://www.affymetrix.com/products/arrays/specific/arab_tiling.affx), known targets were tested using multiplex enrichment tests to confirm maintenance of enrichment in the immune precipitated sample compared with the controls after amplification, and DNA was sent to the UK Microarray Core Facility for fragmentation, labeling, hybridization of the Affymetrix GeneChip Arabidopsis tiling 1.0R array, and scanning.
Partek GS (Genome Suite; http://www.partek.com/partekgs) software was used to analyze results using the ChIP-on-chip workflow (Downey, 2006) . A robust multichip average background correction and quantile normalization without summarization were performed and the data logged (base 2). Perfect match only was used. For each immune precipitation, the cognate preimmune control was subtracted at each probe for each biological replicate to normalize the data to the baseline. Regions with thresholds >0 were detected by statistically examining a sliding window of ;250 bp (the probe on which the window is centered, and three probes to the left and three to the right) and performing a one-sample t test to determine if neighboring probes have a threshold >0. Regions bound by AGL15 were detected by looking for regions of at least 250 bp where contiguous probes have a P value < 0.01. Overlap in binding sites was detected between biological replicates and reported as overlap on all three replicates of the experiment or on at least two of the three replicates.
CisGenome was also used to analyze the data where test statistics for each probe are computed based on a hierarchical empirical Bayes model and then the test statistics combined in a genomic region using moving average to determine if the region is bound (Ji and Wong, 2005; Ji et al., 2008) . Perfect match-mismatch was used to compute probe intensity, and peak detection performed using a moving average cutoff of 2.5 and minimum region of 250 bp. CisGenome identified 3708 peaks (false discovery rate < 0.01).
Enrichment Test and qPCR
For enrichment tests, oligonucleotides for a suspected AGL15 target and for a nonbound control were used in multiplex PCR reactions with independently generated ChIP populations. Products were resolved on 1% agarose gels and imaged using a Gel Doc XR system (Bio-Rad).
For qPCR, 0.5 mL of recovered DNA from ChIP or controls or 1 mL of input DNA diluted 125-fold was added to a reaction consisting of 40,0003 diluted SYBR Green I (Invitrogen), 50 mM KCl, 0.2 mM deoxynucleotide triphosphate, 0.5 mM of each oligonucleotide, and 2 to 2.4 units Klentaq in 13 PC2 buffer (Ab Peptides). PCR was performed in an iCycler (Bio-Rad) with an initial 958C, 2 min denaturation followed by 40 cycles of 958C, 30 s; 558C, 30 s; 728C, 30s, and a final 728C, 5 min, followed by a melt curve determination.
Quantitation involved normalization of each immune (I) precipitation (or control) sample C t to the input DNA sample C t to obtain a DC t and then either subtracting DC t of the preimmune control precipitation from the DC t of the I or subtracting the DC t of the nonbound control in the I from the DC t of the target in the same I precipitation to obtain DDC t values. 2 (2DDCt) for the former gives fold enrichment above background value, whereas for the latter indicates differential site occupancy or binding relative to control fragments (Haring et al., 2007; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2008 ; SuperArray Bioscience, http://www.superarray.com/manuals/chipqpcrpresentation. pdf). Oligonucleotides used for these experiments are listed in Supplemental Table 3 online.
Expression Arrays and qRT-PCR
TRIZOL Reagent (Invitrogen) was used to isolate total RNA from ;50 to 100 mg of 10-d-old seedlings grown in liquid media containing 2,4-D (Mordhorst et al., 1998) . The RNA was further purified using the RNeasy plant mini kit (Qiagen). Three biological replicates of each genotype (wild type, 35S pro :AGL15, and agl15 agl18) were performed. Preparation of probe for hybridization to Affymetrix ATH1 arrays was as directed by the manufacturer (http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/manual/expression_manual.affx). Partek GS was used to identify gene expression changes using the gene expression workflow that included a robust multichip average background correction and quantile normalization, after which the log 2 of the probe intensity was calculated and one-way analysis of variance performed to generate lists with P < 0.01. These lists were further sorted to identify genes with at least a twofold change in the wild type compared with overexpressor or mutant compared with the wild type with a consistent or no change for the other comparison (e.g., 35S pro : AGL15/Col # 0.5 and agl15 agl18/Col $ 1; or 35S pro :AGL15/Col # 1 and agl15 agl18/Col $ 2).
For real-time qRT-PCR, 1.0 mg of total RNA was treated with DNase I (Invitrogen) and used for first-strand cDNA synthesis. Reverse transcription was performed using A-MLV reverse transcriptase system (Promega). An aliquot (0.5 mL) of each first-strand cDNA reaction was amplified by specific primer pairs in a reaction containing 13 PCR buffer, 2.5 mM MgCl 2 , 0.2 mM deoxynucleotide triphosphate, 0.5 mM of each oligonucleotide primer, 40,0003 diluted SYBR Green I (Invitrogen), and 1.25 units of Platinum Taq (Invitrogen) in a final volume of 20 mL. Amplification was performed in an iCycler (Bio-Rad) as follows: 2 min at 958C; 40 cycles of 30 s at 958C, 30 s at 558C, 30 s at 728C, and 5 min at 728C. Amplification was followed by a melt curve determination as follows: 180 cycles, each cycle persisting for 10 s and the first cycle at 608C, with an increase of 0.28C each cycle after cycle 2. Oligonucleotides are shown in Supplemental Table 3 online. Data analysis was performed using REST software (Pfaffl et al., 2002) .
Accession Numbers
AGI loci identifiers are provided in the tables. The data discussed in this publication have been deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology Information's Gene Expression Omnibus (Edgar et al., 2002) and are accessible through GEO series accession number GSE17742 (http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE17742).
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